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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

How long will your body produce modi2ed spike protein after the COVID jab? That’s been a

question people have been asking ever since the rollout of the 2rst mRNA shots.

A paper published in the Proteomics Clinical Applications journal in mid-August 2023  tried to

answer that question, and it’s not great news, as the answer, for some people, as we said long

before the jab was released, could be "inde2nitely." What we can say for sure is that spike is being

produced for far longer than "experts" initially believed.

Fact Versus Fiction

The idea behind the mRNA jabs was that the modi2ed RNA would trigger temporary production of

a spike protein similar to that of the wild-type SARS-CoV-2 spike to induce antibodies. We were

told that mRNA is fragile and doesn’t last long, which is true of natural mRNA. The mRNA in the

shots, however, has been modi2ed to resist degradation.

As explained in a mid-August 2023 Proteomics Clinical Applications paper,  the recombinant

spike found in the mRNA COVID shots "is distinguishable from the wild-type protein due to

speci2c amino acid variations introduced to maintain the protein in a prefused state."

And, while authorities admitted they didn’t know exactly for how long the mRNA would last, they

insisted it certainly wouldn’t linger for more than a few days at most.  In fact, to this day, the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website falsely maintains that "The mRNA from the

vaccines is broken down within a few days after vaccination and discarded from the body."

Chronic immune activation can be a very serious problem, so you really don’t want your body to

be producing antibodies daily for months at a time.

The spike protein is also responsible for the pathogenicity of COVID-19 and is the main driver of

jab-related injuries and deaths,  so you don’t want this spike protein to linger longer than what is

necessary to trigger an initial antibody response. Unfortunately, that’s what we’re now 2nding.

Spike Detected for Up to Six Months

According to a recent investigation, published in the Proteomics Clinical Applications journal in

mid-August 2023,  recombinant spike protein was detectable in half the blood samples of

jabbed individuals for at least 69 days, and up to 187 days (about six months).

To be clear, this doesn’t mean spike production ends at six months. That was just the end of the

study period. What’s more, two of the proposed mechanisms of action, which I’ll review below,

suggest spike production could continue inde2nitely.

To make sure they were only measuring jab-related spike proteins and not spike protein from

natural infection, the scientists used a mass-spectrometry test to detect a speci2c amino acid

sequence — two prolines — found only in the jab-induced spike.

They also included two unjabbed control groups to make doubly sure — one consisted of

unjabbed individuals who had never had COVID and had no antibodies; the other were unjabbed

who’d had COVID and did have antibodies.

As expected, only those in the jabbed group had vaccine-derived spike protein in their blood. Only

half of them had it, though, which is interesting considering Danish evidence suggesting that one-

third of P2zer’s shots were placebo. (The data for this claim were published in a March 2023

Letter to the Editor of the European Journal of Clinical Investigation. )

So, to be clear, not everyone who got one or even more jabs will have spike production. Many, in

this case half, have no detectable spike in their systems and are therefore unlikely to experience

any adverse effects. That’s the good news. The bad news is that the other half do have persistent

spike production, and in some, it may never stop.
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Potential Mechanisms Behind Persistent Spike Production

The Proteomics Clinical Applications paper goes on to present three "likely" or potential

mechanisms behind the persistent spike production — some of which are worse than others:

1. "It is possible that the mRNA may be integrated or re-transcribed in some cells.

2. It is possible that pseudo-uridines at a particular sequence position ... induce the formation of

a spike protein that is always constitutively active ...

3. It is possible that the mRNA-containing nanoparticle will be picked up by bacteria normally

present at the basal level in the blood ..." (These bacteria would then continuously produce

spike protein)

Disturbingly, all three mechanisms could result in never-ending spike production (or spike activity,

for as long as the spike remains in the body). Now, if spike production can end up being lifelong

in some individuals, what does that mean for people who have received multiple shots containing

several different mRNA sequences?

PHzer mRNA Appears to Have Ability to Reprogram Human DNA

If mRNA is integrated or re-transcribed in cells (the 2rst hypothesis above), that means the

modi2ed, synthetic mRNA in the jab can become part of and permanently rewrite a section of

your DNA with instructions to produce the spike.

In addition to affected cells producing spike inde2nitely, this genetic alteration may also be

transferred to your offspring, the effects of which are wholly unknown. We could expect affected

infants and children to have chronic health problems, however, and likely impaired immune

response to coronaviruses, including those responsible for the common cold.

Disturbingly, the reverse transcription hypothesis has already been demonstrated in in-vitro

experiments,  so it’s not as far-fetched as fact checkers — or even the CDC — would like you to

believe. According to the CDC, "These vaccines do NOT enter the nucleus of the cell where our

DNA (genetic material) is located, so it cannot change or inbuence our genes."  But in vitro

experiments prove otherwise.

“ In vitro research published in 2022 found the
mRNA in Pfizer’s COVID jab could integrate into
human cellular DNA by reverse transcription.”

In February 2022, a research paper  titled "Intracellular Reverse Transcription of P2zer BioNTech

COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine BNT162b2 In Vitro in Human Liver Cell Line" described how the mRNA

is being integrated into human cellular DNA by reverse transcription — something that was

absolutely not supposed to happen and was written off as a "conspiracy theory."

In a nutshell, what this study found was that the genetic code of P2zer’s COVID jab was reverse

transcribed into and became part of the human liver cells used. Somehow, the shot triggers cells

to produce a natural reverse transcriptase enzyme called LINE-1, which allows this reverse

transcription to take place.

Genetic Integration Can Occur Through Other Means as Well

Incidentally, studies  have also shown that RNA from SARS-CoV-2 can be reverse transcribed

into the genome of virus-infected cells, and if viral RNA can do it, why not the synthetic RNA?

On top of that, the COVID shots have also been found to be contaminated with DNA,  and this too

could lead to genomic integration and alteration, without the need for reverse transcription. As

explained by Igor Chudov:

"Normally ... the cell nucleus, where the DNA is, expresses certain DNA code based on

conditions of the cell, and produces natural, human messenger RNA.

That messenger RNA travels out of the nucleus, where it is expressed into proteins

needed for cell building. This is how growing organisms express different genetic

programs to grow muscle cells or brain cells, etc. This process is called ‘transcription.’

For many years, Central Dogma of Molecular Biology stated that the ‘reverse

transcription’ — moving genetic code from RNA back into the sacred cellular nucleus and

recoding the DNA — was impossible.

Eventually, scientists realized that it is possible under various conditions ... To effect

reverse transcription, enzymes called ‘reverse transcriptases’ are needed. One of them is

called LINE-1. Apparently, per [the] study, the PUzer mRNA vaccine causes cells to

produce that LINE-1 enzyme ...

As I explained in response to a questioner: PUzer mRNA vaccine changes our genetic

code that determines how our organisms operate, that you inherited from your mom and

dad.

Now your DNA was changed from what your mom and dad gave you, by adding a little

mysterious ‘edit’ from PUzer. Your organism acts in accordance with your DNA program,

and now, well, the program has been hacked and modiUed by PUzer.

Considering that Sars-Cov-2 ‘spike protein’ has cancer code from Moderna 2017’ patent

9,587,003,  it is imperative to Und out the implications of this reverse transcription, and

whether the vaccinated now have any undesirable genetic code embedded into their

DNA.

Of particular interest is whether this mRNA-induced reverse transcription affects the

‘germ line,’ such as eggs and sperm cells, and whether it also affects the fetus of

pregnant mothers."

Can Chronic Spike Production Explain Immune Tolerance?

As noted in Chudov’s August 31, 2023, Substack article, in which he reviews the rami2cations of

the hypotheses put forth in the Proteomics Clinical Applications paper,  Nos. 1 and 2 may also

explain why jabbed individuals are so prone to COVID reinfection.

In short, by producing spike protein for months and perhaps years on end, your body starts to

view the SARS-CoV-2 virus as an environmental irritant rather than the potentially lethal invader

that it is. This is called immune tolerance and is how allergies typically work.

Basically, your body simply ignores the irritant, and you suffer the symptoms for as long as the

irritant is present. However, immune tolerance can become deadly when your body is assaulted

by replicating pathogens and fails to launch an appropriate immune response.

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

Autopsy assessments, case reports of harms, job statistics, disability claims, life insurance

claims and all-cause mortality statistics all tell the same story: The COVID jabs are having a

devastating effect.

If you got one or more jabs and suffered an injury, 2rst and foremost, never ever take another

COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or regular vaccine. You need to end the assault

on your body.

The same goes for anyone who has taken one or more COVID jabs and had the good fortune of

not experiencing debilitating side effects. Your health may still be impacted long-term, so don’t

take any more shots. You’re also playing Russian Roulette every time you get another dose, so

quit before your luck runs out.

When it comes to treatment, one of the most important aspects is to detoxify the spike. As

explained by Dr. Peter McCullough in an August 26, 2023, America Out Loud podcast and

accompanying article:

"The spike protein is responsible for the pathogenicity of the SARS-CoV-2 infection and

drives the development of adverse events, injuries, disabilities, and death after

vaccination through immunologic and thrombotic mechanisms.

The long-lasting spike protein has been found in the brain, heart, liver, kidneys, ovaries,

testicles, and other vital organs at autopsy in cases of death after vaccination. In the

case of vaccine-induced thrombotic injury, the spike protein has been found within the

blood clot itself.

Thus, there is a strong rationale for considering residual SARS-CoV-2 spike protein as a

treatment target in post-COVID-19 and vaccine injury syndromes ...

While speciUc syndromes (cardiovascular, neurological, endocrine, thrombotic,

immunological) will require additional therapies, we propose the clinical rationale for a

base detoxiUcation regimen of oral nattokinase, bromelain, and curcumin for patients

with post-acute sequelae from SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19 vaccination.

The empiric regimen can be continued for 3-12 months or more and be guided by clinical

parameters:

• Nattokinase 2000 FU (100) mg orally twice a day without food

• Bromelain 500 mg orally once a day without food

• Curcumin 500 mg orally twice a day (nano, liposomal, or with piperine additive

suggested)"

McCullough and two other coauthors recently published this advice in the Journal of American

Physicians and Surgeons.  Personally, I would recommend using lumbrokinase rather than

nattokinase (or rotate between both), as lumbrokinase is a far more potent 2brinolytic enzyme.

You can learn more about the use of these proteolytic enzymes in "Are Enzymes a Key to COVID

Endothelial Injury?"

Other supporting compounds mentioned in McCullough’s paper include N-acetylcysteine (NAC) at

a dose of 400 mg to 1,000 mg per day, ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine (both of which bind to

and help eliminate spike protein), selenium, Irish sea moss, green tea extract (Camellia sinensis),

Nigella sativa (black cumin), dandelion extract (Taraxacum ohcinale) and glutathione.

For a more comprehensive treatment plan, see the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance

(FLCCC) I-RECOVER protocol. It’s continuously updated as more data become available, so be

sure to download the latest version straight from the FLCCC website at covid19criticalcare.com.

Additional detox remedies can be found in "World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein

Detox."
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Ask those who suffer with heavy metal exposure, or the environment irritants mentioned in the article, and most will tell you, you will

never feel well again. You on your best days feel like you have some level of bu to deal with. And if you suffer the misfortune of actually

getting the bu? The insanity of turning one's body into a Toxic Spike Protein Factory, do you really need to be a researcher, doctor to

answer such a question? If the memory is working the drive behind the mRNA tech was to repair DNA holes in people with genetic

disorders, never meant for such things as a vaccine. It's just a question from the gut, but, is at the very kindest notion to give these

people about using this tech is, were they facing an ever-increasing pushback on Vaccine Safety, they hoped to get out front, push the

mRNA to take the place of traditional used Vaxxx's to attempt to leave controversy behind and keep the No-Liability status in place?

This possibility however seems very hard to be the case as so much has been revealed before their Censorship Campaign could hit high

gear. Too many patents, to many mock simulations, too many edicts from, as Tessa put's it - High Chairs, in place or practice before the

let us collect your DNA Plague. Too many Freudian Slips by Bill Gates stating we can reduce the population with vaccines.

By the way, the machine has lost Oht, who up to now has never seen a vaxxx he hasn't loved. Also, we no longer have 15 years to resist

the Fear Porn of Global Warming high jacking, pulling populations away from real, actual environmental healing, now they are pushing 2

years. More blue boxes for now telling you go here for our dictates of Para$itic Predator truth. The Peoples observations of the most

likely Real Truth? Monopoly Too Big To Fail Big Pharma's Business is to increase Business, and that business isn't creating healthy

people, or a healthy population. It's like more sales anyway possible is never enough.
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Yes Just, Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are long-time members of the Deep State with roots so progressive that they end up

entangled with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci are guilty of leadership mandates that are causing much

suffering, death and a great economic and social crisis. They are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote

the interests of Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest ones. politicians who defend the constitution and lead

the United States to a true democracy where freedom and the right of people to defend health prevail.

In exchange we have genetic therapy, including the booster vaccine, they will continue to cause serious damage. The McCullough

Report, Dr. McCullough interviewed Dr. Bruce Patterson. Dr. Patternson discovered that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which has

been shown to be harmful and inbammatory in its own right, can exist in the body 15 months or more after a serious infection.

And the fact that COVID mRNA injections tell the human body to produce a very similar version of this spike protein, which can

also begin to accumulate in tissues throughout the body, is extremely concerning, according to Dr. McCullough.

“As the viral pandemic ebbs,” he says in a description of his podcast episode, “we can expect to learn and hear more about how

the COVID-19 vaccines, which are now administered by mandate and in some countries by force, grow in strength as the leading

public health threat and, instead of preventing disease, become signi2cant determinants of a whole new class of illnesses

leading to disability, hospitalization, and death.” www.naturalhealth365.com/covid-jab-induced-diseases-3461.html  (2022)
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The reality is that mRNA “vaccines” are a criminal attack on people's health. A quick look at the greatest disasters and genocides

that have occurred throughout history have been activated by the covid psychological operation in terms of massively reducing

the world's population under the pretext of protecting health. C-19 vaccines have created a deadly alliance with graphene, mRNA

and nanotechnology. This deadly alliance hides lipid nanoparticles, the tiny carriers designed to transport genetic material deep

within human cells. expose-news.com/2023/07/02/covid-vaccines-deadly-alliance-graphene-mrn..  (02/07/2023) The Kingston

Report produced a summary explaining why Chinese virus injections meet none of the scienti2c and clinical criteria for a vaccine,

yet perfectly match the criteria for a biological weapon.

Said report has the mission of at least removing covid jab biological weapons from local communities by allowing law

enforcement to forcibly remove them. The group running the page produced a DEMAND letter stating that all law enforcement

authorities in the United States have the authority at this time to take action to eliminate these nanoparticle injections from their

communities. karenkingston.substack.com/p/unlocked-the-intelligent-and-brave  (07/24/2023I Most people have heard about,

read about, experienced, or a loved one has experienced physical harm from the Fauci bu vaccines, including the most popular

type, which includes blood clots, myocarditis, pericarditis, heart attacks, strokes, and SADS (sudden adult death syndrome).

However, there is more and much more harm than all that, unfortunately. Here are the top 7 most UNEXPECTED adverse events

from the toxic spike protein injections, and the attributed/linked very serious health consequences

chemicalviolence.com/2022-09-09-top-7-adverse-events-from-covid-jabs.h..  (2022)
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Gui, from one of your links, thehighwire.com/.../the-godfather-of-vaccines  this is critical information hidden, suppressed by the

Predator Hijinx. Just the tip of the iceberg and revealing much of why so much has gone wrong for so long. One lawsuit showing

there are things being done and they need to be shared in the larger public arena.
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Yes Just, but we have many truths in the pipeline. Dr. Stephanie Seneff and her colleagues wrote that the spike protein acts like a

prion. This protein can transmit its misfolded form to normal prions, causing neurodegenerative diseases that wreak havoc on

the human brain. Seneff also called the government's rushed actions to vaccinate people "evil" for "making Pharma produce

expensive, untested drugs, and then releasing them to the public with the false promise that they are safe, when they are not."

mRNA technology uses genetic instructions to stimulate an immune response and raises concerns about long-term genetic

alterations, possible autoimmune reactions, and the erosion of bodily autonomy.

thenewamerican.com/video/dr-stephanie-seneff-how-mrna-shots-induce-bra..  (2022)

.---www.authorea.com/users/455597/articles/582067-sars-cov-2-spike-protein..  (2022). French researchers warn that the spike

proteins in the Covid "vaccine" invade all major organs of the body and proceed to hyper-accelerate cellular aging, causing

premature death. They explained that biological aging is accelerated after exposure to pinch proteins, which shorten DNA

sequences known as telomeres, which protect the ends of chromosomes.

In guinea pigs that received mRNA injections, the animals' endothelial function was affected by exposure to the spike protein. In

humans, the same result was observed when the experiment was repeated. "The Chinese research team reproduced the

experiment in vitro with healthy human endothelial cells: the spike protein thus bound to ACE2 receptors, damaging the cells'

mitochondria, causing microthrombosis and endotheliitis," reads an English translation of the French article.

www.newswars.com/bombshell-report-spike-proteins-invade-all-major-orga..  (2023)
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COVID Jab Spike Protein Remains Six Months After Jab
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

According to recent research, there may be no off switch for spike protein production

in some individuals who got the COVID jab



Recombinant spike protein was detectable in half the blood samples of jabbed

individuals for at least 69 days, and up to 187 days (about six months, which was the

end of the study period)



The authors present three “likely” mechanisms behind the persistent spike

production: mRNA may be integrated into cells; the spike protein may remain

constitutively active; or the mRNA may be integrated into bacteria present in the blood, which then continuously produce spike protein. All

three mechanisms could result in never-ending spike production (or spike activity)



In-vitro research published in 2022 found the mRNA in P2zer’s COVID jab could integrate into human cellular DNA by reverse transcription

By producing spike protein for months and perhaps years on end, your body starts to view the SARS-CoV-2 virus as an environmental irritant

rather than the potentially lethal invader that it is. This is called immune tolerance. Your body basically ignores the irritant. However, this can

become deadly when your body is assaulted by replicating pathogens
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Dr. Judy Mikovits, creator of Plandemic, recently sat down with the Health Ranger to discuss C-19 "vaccines," warning that they

are the real virus that will kill more than 50 million people in the United States alone. According to Dr. Mikovits, who has worked

in the 2eld of virology for decades, every "pandemic" that emerges is the result of people being injected with viruses that end up

harming or killing them. The Chinese virus is no exception. "We knew that the bu vaccine put people at risk of dying from 'covid,'"

Dr. Mikovits revealed.

"We will never, ever, ever get another shot and we will never, ever, ever see another pandemic. We've been creating this in our labs

my entire career. This was my job." Dr. Mikovits is co-author of a new book, titled Ending Plague, that talks more about this

phenomenon. Dr. Francis W. Ruscetti and Kent Heckenlively, JD, contributed to this publication, which was published in

conjunction with Children's Health Defense (CHD).

“A disease that will affect the economy of nations,” is how Dr. Mikovits describes the end of the Chinese virus and its associated

injections, which she hopes will result in mass deaths once the operation, dubbed “Operation Warp Speed,” reaches its full

potential. full performance. course. "It's amazing how people have totally lost their brains," wrote one Brighteon commenter about

how many people are taking advantage of the plandemic nonsense being spouted by the "authorities." "They are all brainwashed

and don't even realize that the vaccine has no ohcial long-term testing!" Facebook, Twitter and the rest of the Big Tech oligopoly,

which has systematically banned the documentary Plandemic and censored mention of Judy Mikovits and her book Plague of

Corruption: Restoring Faith in the Promise of Science.

https://plaguethebook.com/  - bigleaguepolitics.com/facebook-and-youtube-pull-a-big-brother-by-remov..  .

www.brighteon.com/4e0bdf1b-c0a8-4bd0-b777-ad610fabcea7  (2023)
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These 22 HORSEMEN OF THE COVID APOCALYPSE must be among the group of trahckers of death, harm and destruction with

their lunatic policies of blocking COVID to mRNA technology and mRNA vaccine.

palexander.substack.com/p/on-relentless-demand-i-have-no-choice?utm_so..  (09/22/2023)
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WORLD COUNCIL FOR HEALTH PROPOSES NEW APPROACH FOR CHILDHOOD VACCINES. Cautionary Message to Parents in

Wake of Growing Safety Concerns.- By Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH.-- “The World Council for Health is the 2rst international

body of physicians, scientists, and health professionals to issue a cautionary statement on the ever-expanding routine childhood

vaccine schedule. This is in response to growing concerns over the safety of many vaccines given early at life during the same

administration. Here is what the Council said: “The number of vaccines given to babies and children has increased dramatically

without the necessary due diligence by regulatory authorities.

Parents are urged to adopt a common-sense, Safer to Wait” approach.” Growing international concerns about vaccine regulatory

processes and vaccine safety have emerged following the widespread regulatory failure of Covid-19 vaccines. The Covid-19

crisis has demonstrated that regulatory bodies, once public protectors, have been deeply corrupted by vaccine industry

interests.” petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/world-council-for-health-proposes?utm..  (09/12/2023)
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BASE SPIKE PROTEIN DETOXIFICATION EXPLAINED ON FLASHPOINT Gene Bailey is the constant and faithful host of Flashpoint,

he had Dr. McCullough slow down and explain why patients with multiple rounds of SARS-CoV-2 infections or COVID-19 vaccines

should consider Basic Spike Protein Detoxi2cation (BSD). It is called “base” because it is the basis of therapy in clinical practice

to which other drugs or supplements can be added. With this core for 3 to 12 months or more, patients have a better chance of

avoiding damage or disease to the cardiovascular, neurological, hematological and immune systems.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/base-spike-protein-detoxi2cation?utm..  (09/02/2023)
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Most of my family have had two AZ and one P2z.  I often wonder if that combo may(???) be less harmful than 3 P2z.
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juststeve, guillermo — Everybody uses the word virus today, many people casually, many haphazardly, even foolishly! Viruses are

supposedly responsible for all sorts of diseases and bioweapons, as Dr. Nass has explained recently. We desperately need an

in-depth discussion by real experts about the term and de2nition of “VIRUS” !!! What is it? How is it de2ned? Is virus a prion? Is

spike protein a virus? Ditto for polio, measles, chicken pox? Is virus just an imaginary in silico’ concepts? Do viruses even exist as

the Virus Mania people claim — and they seem to be correct that not a single real electron microscopy image of SARS or any

virus exists !!! Is this image real of fake ? Has this virus been isolated ? —

www.niaid.nih.gov/news-events/novel-coronavirus-sarscov2-images  — www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC9347866  — Viruses

supposedly integrate into our DNA and genes, so is virus just a DNA sequence?

A plasmid sequence? A protein? How can viruses make us sick? Etc. etc. The problem with prions is that there de2nition is even

more mysterious than what we think is virus! Here is the CDC de2nition: “The term “prions” refers to abnormal, pathogenic

agents that are transmissible and are able to induce abnormal folding of speci2c normal cellular proteins called prion proteins

that are found most abundantly in the brain. The functions of these normal prion proteins are still not completely understood.” —

www.cdc.gov/.../index.html
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Yes juststeve, I once got acute aluminum poisoning from eating oven baked 2sh wrapped in aluminum foil, causing the aluminum

to leach into the 2sh. I have discovered since that the Italian health authorities do not recommend baking 2sh in the oven

wrapped in aluminum foil for this reason. Interestingly, the symptoms immediately after the poisoning were bu-like symptoms

with possible mild fever, asthma with thick phlegm, and excretion of slightly bloody/dry mucus from the sinuses (i.e. not stuffed

nose), and slight dizziness/vertigo. In the weeks following I suffered from cracked skin in the side of my mouth, an infected ear,

an infected 2ngertip, and an odd sensation of tighter tendons/irritated nerves in the thumb in outer, stretchy positions. I wonder

if "The Flu" is often just the body getting rid of toxins, such as heavy metals, and not caused by a virus?
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Just from the gut, and if the memory is working. Having seen several clips discussing how bacteria's when hitting a critical mass

change and often become like a living thing coordinating a collective behavior. Not only that, but sometimes will "cross pollenate

with other bacteria species and they will expand such activities. When addressed by the Immune System often when brought

down to proper levels or eliminated leave remnants, incomplete pieces of themselves. It's seems possible a "Virus" is a piece of

once bacterial information to have joined in or with other remnants of wherever, whatever it can, yet still incomplete and still not

considered a complete or living organism such as bacteria are.

Pieces in search of enough information to convert into a bacterial entity. Currently we are stuck using language promoted,

pushed by bad actors who are muddying up de2nitions. This adds to the Daze and Confuse, only listen to us, We are the Science,

the Experts you couldn't possibly understand.
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ragus, this is what some believe is so. Flu is an attempt to bush toxins of different sorts. And it seems the notion to spray

aluminum all over the place for all kinds of reasons is in progress. Aluminum in nature is bonded so as not to be a big problem,

the processed stuff being used is toxic. So, killing lifeforms with aluminum is not a problem but a solution to stop the killing

brought on by Global Warming all brought to us by people who want to reduce our numbers by the billions. Meh? What me worry?
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From the start I couldn't understand why a 'vaccine' couldn't be made quickly using protein bu vax technology which already exists and

has been used for years. Why this stuff? I always was suss about something that uses your cells as the factory rather than a

deactivated virus as in old vaccines. My worry always was what if it didn't turn off or what if catching covid turns it all on again.
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Why a vaccine at all. We have had numerous ways to deal with viruses. Homeopathy, for one, has a long history of success in

dealing with epidemics for over 200 yrs. It is safe, effective, quick, and inexpensive! And there were numerous drugs, if that is

your druther, that are effective, inexpensive and already on the market. Their main problem is they are cheap and their patents

are running out in some cases so no fortunes to be made with them.  And still people do not talk about the importance of

building immunity naturally with good nutrition, sleep, exercise and relaxation. Of course if part of the goal was to deplete

population than the powers-that-be seem to have 2nally hit BINGO!
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Your answer lies in the words "Patent Medicine" - as the use of numerous patent and subsequent licensing rights are making the

CDC, NIH and NIAID plus Pharma manufacturers billions of dollars in revenue, directly from government. So-called elected

leaders are drunk with power and money printing, transferring more debt the US is incurring directly to Big Pharma breaking the

hearts of the populace and the US treasury at the same time! Business as usual, only this large a debt can never be repaid...We

are witnessing the end of oil-based, 2at currency. The internet holds a wealth of information on 2at currency and printing money

well beyond one's means, if you do not already follow this reasoning.
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rrealrose - yes, example....nmn look it up on wiki, read elsewhere on the internet amazon pulled it off sale as it is patentable as a

pharma drug...
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What is happening is also written in the independent research documents: CDC SAID MRNA GETS USED & BROKEN DOWN NEAR

IMMEDIATE; WE KNEW THAT WAS A 100% LIE FOR IT CAME FROM THE INEPT CORRUPT CDC & WALENSKY SO I SHARE 3

STUDIES TO SHOW YOU MRNA & SPIKE HANGS AROUND IN YOU natural mRNA should normally last a few hours and be

degraded and leave the system; but with mRNA in the COVID gene injection & spike protein that is translated from, no no no, NOT

so! stays in you! palexander.substack.com/p/cdc-said-mrna-gets-used-and-broken?utm_sourc..  (02/15/2023)
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Just saw an interesting dr. Berg video about this subject, based on a study that found the involvemennt of altered genes, especially vit

D. Vitamin D also controls folate, and a lack of folate is associated with the severity and duration of symptoms from the COVID-19 virus

as well. People with low folate have more leaky arteries, more riks of dying from Covid. When someone has a vitamin D Gene problem

they're 2ve times more likely to get viral infections and have worse complications And the covid virus actually alters over 100 vitamin D

related genes in the lung making things worse.

One of his advice to take semi-activated vitamin D but the problem with that is it's a bit expensive and you have to get a prescription.

Some people are even doing light therapy like UVB therapy to get vit D. Of course obese people need 2 to 3 times amounts of vit D

because much get stored in the fat Dr Berg also advises to take some other supplements, like zinc, vit K2, magnesium to help vit D. See

a summary under the video. www.youtube.com/watch  This make me think, that older people don't get easily vit D from sun, and many

also have problems absorbing it via stomach and gut because of low stomach acid, and/or lack of bile.

Also many have liver and kidney problems so they have a problem turning vit D into the active form. Zinc is also important to make

stomach acid as well as consuming enough salt and potassium. You need strong enough stomach acid to trigger the bile releaase from

gall bladder. Without the bile you can't absorb the vitamins D, K2, A, and E.
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I used to tell patients who have had their gallbladder removed that they need to research ox bile. If you can not make and store it,

you need it from another source.
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Hi Pete, yes, it needs to be activated. My understanding is that aging skin does not absorb the sunlight as easily, add nutrient

de2ciencies and conversion from sunlight to vit D is hampered. Then there's gut and liver conditions, something like 8 key

nutrients are needed onboard to make an effective conversion to the active form, often declining with age. Most of us may be

low in zinc, mg, and sulfur is often overlooked as well.
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Thanks NurseKaren45 and Rose. Sorry I did write my previous comment in a hurry, so there were too many writing mistakes, but I

just corrected it, Yes good advice Nurse Karen. Bile does more things like regulates your intestines’ level of friendly bacteria and

yeast, the good microbora that keep you healthy and strong. .Destroys unwanted and dangerous organisms as they invade your

body. Encourages peristaltic action in your intestines to help fecal matter move through and out of your body. more see this:

bodyecology.com/articles/why_proper_bile_bow_essential_for_getting_ri..  Yes Rose, when we age things change like getting

lower stomach acid.

You need strong acid to break down protein like meat protein. Also potassium is needed to make strong stomach acid. Most

people don't get enough potassium from diet. The best sources of potassium are leafy greens—especially Swiss chard and beet

tops. Avocados are also an excellent source of potassium. Adding 2sh and beef to your diet with vegetables is another great way

to get the potassium you need. * * * Causes of a potassium de2ciency: 1) Lack of vegetables in the diet.

2) Experiencing stress. 3) Consuming too much sugar. 4) Consuming too much caffeine. 5) Consuming too much alcohol. 6)

Taking diuretics. 7) Consuming too much salt, but too low also problem for making stomach acid. 8) Experiencing an injury or

surgery. * * * Unexpected bene2ts of potassium: 1. Cognitive bene2ts 2. Cerebellum support 3. Mood support 4. Stronger

muscles 5. Protection against leg cramps 6. Countering the effects of high sodium (salt) 7. Supporting regular bowel movements
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In the present study, eight VDR single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were genotyped by polymerase chain

reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) in 500 COVID-19 patients in Iran, including 160 asymptomatic,

250 mild/moderate and 90 severe. /critical cases. The association of these polymorphisms with severity, clinical outcomes, and

comorbidities was evaluated by calculating the odds ratio (OR). VDR gene polymorphisms could play a critical role in

vulnerability to infection and severity of COVID-19, likely by altering the risk of comorbidities.

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1567134821003981  (2021) .-----------Serum 25(OH)D concentration was measured in the hospital

at the time of patient admission.

Genetic variants, 18 variants, in the AMDHD1, CYP2R1, CYP24A1, DHCR7, GC, SEC23A and VDR genes were analyzed. The

results show that polymorphisms in the vitamin D binding protein encoded by the GC gene are related to the severity of the

infection. There is an association between the vitamin D polygenic risk score and serum 25(OH)D concentration. There is an

association between 25(OH)D levels and survival and fatal outcomes. This study shows a genetic susceptibility to vitamin D

de2ciency that could explain higher degrees of severity in patients with COVID-19. These results reinforce the relevance of

personalized strategies in the context of viral diseases.

www.nature.com/.../s41598-021-99952-z  (2021).------------ New research provides evidence of an impaired vitamin D gene

signature in CD4+ T cells in patients with severe COVID-19. Mechanistically, it is shown that vitamin D alters the epigenetic

landscape of CD4+ T cells, as well as inducing key transcription factors such as STAT3, BACH2 and JUN that reduce levels of

IFN- and increase IL-10. These changes generate pro-resolving TH1 cells that may be bene2cial in resolving or preventing severe

COVID-19. www.nature.com/.../s41590-021-01098-7  (2022)
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In this study it was observed a signi2cant genetic correlation between genetically predicted vitamin D and COVID-19 (rg=0.143,

p=0.011), and the risk of COVID-19 infection would decrease by 6% for every 0.76nmolL1 increase of serum 25 hydroxyvitamin D

(25OHD) concentrations in generalized MR (OR=0.94, 95% CI: 0.890.99, p=0.019). We identi2ed rs4971066 (EFNA1) as a risk

locus for the joint phenotype of vitamin D and COVID-19. In conclusion, genetically determined vitamin D is associated with

COVID-19. Increased levels of serum 25OHD concentration may bene2t the prevention and treatment of COVID-19.

onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../jmv.28780  (2023).------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ This article provides

a critical evaluation of published clinical trials that have examined the use of vitamin D or resveratrol as supplements in the

treatment of COVID-19.

The goal was to compare the anti-inbammatory and antioxidant properties related to immune system modulation, along with the

antiviral properties of vitamin D and resveratrol. Both vitamin D and resveratrol, which restrict the secretion of proinbammatory

cytokines, exert anti-inbammatory activity and play an immunomodulatory role in both the adaptive and innate immune systems [

The actions of vitamin D on the immune system are largely determined by the vitamin D receptor (VDR).

VDR belongs to the nuclear steroid receptor family and is expressed in tissues throughout the body, including many immune

cells, and affects many cellular functions. In severe COVID-19 patients, the number of neutrophils increases. Neutrophils are

phagocytic cells that, with their microbicidal activity, degranulation mechanisms and release of neutrophil extracellular traps

(NETs), play an essential role in the defense against infectious diseases.
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NETs have antibacterial activity capable of eradicating any type of microbial agent [. Some COVID-19 patients have shown

elevated levels of NETs and their dysregulation is implicated in the pathogenesis of COVID-19. NETs promote the release of

cytokines, initiating a cascade of inbammatory signals that cause microthrombi and complications of the pulmonary,

cardiovascular and renal systems. Resveratrol has powerful antioxidant properties. Reduces levels of oxidative stress

biomarkers and affects hemostasis. In human blood platelets, oxidation caused by peroxynitrite is formed in the reaction

between superoxide anion (O 2 ) and nitric oxide (NO).

Pretreatments with resveratrol protect against the oxidation of thiols such as glutathione, cysteine, and cysteinylglycine. It has

been found to protect against alteration of oxidative and nitrative proteins and lipid peroxidation. It also moderates ROS levels in

thrombin-activated platelets. In some cases, the use of resveratrol has been found to be less ambivalent than vitamin D. To

reduce NET formation or as an antithrombotic, it could be a more effective adjuvant. An obvious question arises from the

differences: is it possible to use both to compensate for the small de2ciencies in the mechanisms that both manifest,

individually, to achieve a synergistic effect?

The bene2cial impact of vitamin D and resveratrol is not limited to just regulating the immune response against COVID-19.

Precisely because they are effective anti-inbammatory adjuvants, both could be of great value in attenuating a large number of

manifestations related to long COVID-19, such as cardiovascular, neurological and motor system disorders. This is particularly

applicable to at-risk subgroups, such as obese people with dysmetabolic diseases and older people. www.mdpi.com/.../2639

 (2023)
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Hi Pete, am late today, however, look closely at Dr M's recent article on Choline de2ciency. Was re-reading this morning; seems to

hold a big key for liver health, before bile is conjugated then transported out of the liver. Most listed foods are not in many

American's choices, or not in high quantities. takecontrol.substack.com/p/choline-de2ciency?utm_source=%2Fsearch%2Fc..

 Ciao!
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Rose, Vitamin D has a number of cofactors, without which you won't get all of the potential bene2ts that vitamin D has to offer.

The most important cofactors for vitamin D are: Magnesium, Vitamin K2, Zinc, Boron and Vitamin A Zinc and Vitamin K2 work in

conjunction with Vitamin D to strengthen your bones, support immune health, and protect against cardiovascular disease. Zinc

can also aid in the cellular activities of vitamin D. Boron is a trace mineral, which means that its presence in your body is only

necessary in small amounts, but it is necessary for your health.

It helps in the use of minerals that are key to vitamin D function, such as calcium and magnesium, to keep your bones healthy,

supports brain function, and affects hormone levels in your body. Vitamin A and Vitamin D work in a delicate balance to carry out

the functions prescribed by the genetic code. Irwin G. Spiesman published a human trial in the Archives of Otolaryngology, a

journal published by the American Medical Association, massive doses of vitamins A and D in preventing the common cold.

Spiesman treated 54 people who suffered from frequent colds (2ve to seven colds per winter) with massive doses of vitamin A

New XBB COVID
Combination Vax to
Include Flu and RSV
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Spiesman treated 54 people who suffered from frequent colds (2ve to seven colds per winter) with massive doses of vitamin A

alone, vitamin D alone, or vitamins A and D together. Spiesman found that vitamins A and D are most effective together and are

most effective against reducing colds when fed together:

drcarolyndeanlive.com/2017/08/07/vitamin-d-and-magnesium-supplementati..  www.purenootropics.net/.../.---

 www.pforym.com/.../.---  www.holisticcharlotte.com/dont-overlook-the-necessity-of-vitamin-d-cof..

 vitamindwiki.com/Low+cost+cofactors+for+vitamin+D.--

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2023 11:40:12 AM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui and Rose, Very good observation Rose , thanks for sharing, I found a pdf of this dr Mercola article online quickly,

Some quotes: >>Your brain and nervous system need adequate amounts of choline to help regulate muscle control, mood and

memory. Choline is also involved in metabolism. Other roles of choline include Aiding the synthesis of phospholipids, the most

common of which is phosphatidyl-choline, better known as lecithin, which constitutes between 40% and 50% of your cellular

membranes and 70% to 95% of the phospholipids in lipoproteins and BILE. --- Choline deciency can also lead to liver damage and

muscle damage ----- Because choline is involved in fat metabolism, low levels of the nutrient can result in an overaccumulation

of deposits of fat in your liver (fatty liver) << So this is another reason to have strong stomach acid.
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pth888
Joined On 1/16/2013 10:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete.Smith — Swiss chard and beet tops are among the 4 worst choices with respect to oxalates, according to Sally Norton!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2023 5:24:02 PM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So if one-third of people in this study had a placebo, then that means that 75% of actual 'vaccine' recipients are still producing spike

protein six months after the shot. They should all take Ivermectin. I'd like to see the researchers take samples again and tell us how

many of their subjects are still producing the spike after a year.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2023 7:00:58 AM
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DrLizbeth
Joined On 5/13/2022 6:55:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Other than few researchers, do vaxxed people have easy access to testing for the speci2c spike protein derived from the

modi2ed synthetic Covid mRNA vax?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2023 7:15:54 AM
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AND WHY do anti parasitic drugs work on a virus? Well, I have been pondering this for a long time. Then I found out that viruses

are just STRANDS of DNA or STRANDS of RNA. Those cute pictures of them where they look like round cells that are

independently living things are AI rendered or artist rendered. I now believe that they look NOTHING like that. So, from WHERE do

the STRANDS of DNA and RNA come? Well - if antiparasitic drugs work on them, PERHAPS the DNA and RNA strands come from

parasites? How long has this biological warfare been going on? The crazier it gets in this upside down world, the crazier the

theories become to explain it.

Some people are talking about "aliens" - could they be time travellers? I have no idea. But NOTHING seems too crazy anymore to

explain the insanity we currently are witnessing. It is my theory that some of these "viruses" are nothing more than the strands of

DNA or RNA from parasites. And seeing that we have a recorded history that claims that viruses have been around for centuries, I

have to wonder if there is time travel or if the science of engineering this has been around for a LOT longer than we assume. Just

a THEORY.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting thoughts, NurseKaren45. Also: THE MECHANISMS OF ACTION OF IVERMECTIN AGAINST SARS-COV-2—AN

EXTENSIVE REVIEW www.nature.com/.../s41429-021-00491-6  (2021)
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Joined On 1/16/2013 10:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NurseKaren45, see my reply to juststeve & Guillermo above — we desperately need an in-depth scienti2c debate about viruses -

What exactly are viruses? With respect to viruses as time travellers or aliens — Please, please start thinking rationally and stay

here on the earth !!! There is not a single real scienti2c proof for the existence of aliens !!! It is all just lies and psyops to fool

people!!! There is no need to fear alien invasions and alien viruses !!!
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By far the deadliest of all "viruses" is the wicked, evil scum that's currently controlling everything .. One of my fave Kennedy's said it very

well here.. "I do not hate anyone, I say this gently, the Brandon administration sucks..If you put Brandon in charge of the Sahara desert

he'd run out of sand".. youtube.com/.../FOCGcFo-kMc
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Malone posted a long article today here: "FDA has Gone Rogue Paraphrasing Dr. Peter Marks: "We don' need no public health

emergency to emergency use authorize mismatched boosters" - - rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../fda-has-gone-rogue  - - fairly

blunt in his assessment.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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We are in a world of harassment where warmongering, globalism and authoritarianism reign. Globalism is the end result of the

evil concentration of control of the many by the few. We need our power by being individually responsible and living in love and

hope, not fear. Each one of us, with the responsibility we have, must act to the best of our ability. We must convert our world into

a world with a human face. AUDIO: BIDEN ADMINISTRATION REQUESTS NEW “COVID VACCINE” FUNDING AND “ENCOURAGES”

AMERICANS TO GET JABBED NOW With $1.4 billion already awarded for clinical trials of more jabs, media outlets are nudging

individuals to roll up their sleeves as colleges and hospitals impose mask mandates.

ckeeganan.substack.com/p/audio-biden-administration-requests?utm_campa..  (09/12/2023)
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And the funny part? Looks like throwing all these printed dollars at "the non-issue" is for potentially increasing votes for

re-election, whereas it may back2re with limited acceptance and sink the Democratic Party.
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Spot on, of course, Segstar. And what is the cure for this virus that infects our world? I like what Gui wrote, and has written often,

as have others: "We need our power by being individually responsible and living in love and hope, not fear. Each one of us, with

the responsibility we have, must act to the best of our ability. We must convert our world into a world with a human face." And

Segstar, you remind us to hold on to our faith in Christ, There are two hills to die on at this time for me: no vaccine ... and never

renounce my faith. I'm sure there are a few other hills, and those two stand out.

We'll see how it all evolves. I remain hopeful (we must hope!) that if enough of us live in love, gratitude, humility, laughter, and

determination -- and a deep rich abiding faith in God and Jesus Christ -- that we will rise above this to a new era. Keep learning,

keep sharing information, stand strong against the evil, and stand against them with a relentless love that does not succumb to

their darkness. Either that, we get taken to the slaughterhouse and out of this world! We're going to go one way or the other, and

sooner now than later!
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Rosie as we all know, all of those 3 letter agencies are corrupt to the core.. There's not one good one among them all...Not one...
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Gui yes, an evil man would burn down his nation to rule over the ashes..Until individual responsibility is acknowledged , taught,

practised, preached and accepted across all 4 corners of the Earth, I'm afraid nothing will change...
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Mikey yes my good man, once humanity understands WHERE we came from, and most importantly WHO created the Heavens

and the Earth, then we can start reclaiming our God given rights...Until then we'll continue spinning wheels, arguing and 2ghting

amongst ourselves like we do everyday..Big evil never sleeps and is getting stronger by the minute, dividing, corrupting and

deceiving..We need to plan our "defences" ahead ..For me I think I understand it very well..No one dies before "their" time is up -

only He that gave it can take it.... And when my time is up, I hope to go with grace without any doubts or regrets...Life is too short

as is, so here's to living a good holy and respectable life, helping where we can in any way shape or form..
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Segstar, for entertainment, was watching video clips of Sen. Kennedy questioning witnesses in several committees he is on. Has

a great way of communicating concepts using carefully chosen stories and clear analogies. A true southerner!
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Rosie i have to remember to never watch a video with him while drinking coffee or any other beverage.. I have sprayed my

monitors and keyboard several times LOL..
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Dr. Amandha Vollmer - Spike Protein Confusion - V Shedding, Blood and Fertility - www.bitchute.com/.../NDzXpaurtaNP  In some of my

videos (including this one), I was concerned about possible shedding going on and was searching for evidence. There is evidence of

something happening but it cannot be from fake spike proteins from a fake virus. That is not how the body works. So we either have a

radiation/EMF type of situation, a 5G involvement or a mass hysteria/mind control event taking place. JR’s Notes: 21:57 MM Isn’t it

interesting, like, I was thinking about, you know, they had to get rid of Kary Mullis because Kary Mullis would have blown the lid off.

He would have seen the exact same pattern, even the exact same players. Fauci was a player in the AIDS Scandal as well, right? So you

have him at the forefront of this Scandal and doing the same PCR Scam Test as well, which is a technique - Not a Test, which is, you

know, 100% False Positives. It’s all False Positives because all you’re Testing is for your own Detox Process and saying now you’ve

caught something. 22:30 MM
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My grandmother lived to 98. She didn't take supplements and ate lots of ice cream Sundays. Her doctor, Henry Bieler, author of

Food is Your Best Medicine, saved her life. She ate according to his ideas.
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Surbord - That book looks really good! I found a link.......

www.google.com/books/edition/Food_Is_Your_Best_Medicine/l8hvDwAAQBAJ?h..
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I wonder too. Last summer, 2022, I lost smell & taste for about 5 days and super tired & it started with a very bad headache which

I never get. I live alone, limited contact with others but it had to be a resonance shed?..radiation from someone?
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Hey Surbord, Here are a few snippets from my 2le on Dr. Henry Bieler: “Man is not nourished by the food he eats, but only in

proportion to what he is able to digest and assimilate.” -Dr. Henry Bieler, Food Is Your Best Medicine “The primary cause of

disease is not germs. Disease is caused by a toxemia which results in cellular impairment and breakdown, thus paving the way

for the multiplication and onslaught of germs.” -Dr. Henry Bieler
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Here’s another snippet from “VACCINATION THE HIDDEN FACTS” by Ian Sinclair, which mentions Dr. Henry Bieler. Vaccines don't

work for the very simple reason that they do nothing to remove the true causes of childhood infection. In reality, childhood

infections such as measles, whooping cough, chicken pox etc, are not caused by germs

(www.vaccinationdebate.com/germs.html ), but by the toxic conditions of the body, a condition known as Toxaemia. Famous

American physician, Dr. Henry Bieler, author of 'Food is Your Best Medicine' writes, "The primary cause of disease is not germs.

Disease is caused by a toxaemia which results in cellular impairment and breakdown, thus paving the way for the multiplication

and onslaught of germs".

The causes of toxaemia are numerous. In third world countries the causes are related primarily to malnourishment, impure water,

poor sanitation, poverty and overcrowding. In the developed countries like USA, Australia, England etc the causes are more

related to over consumption of animal, dairy and re2ned processed foods, particularly cereals and grains, chemical additives in

food and water, drugs, vaccines, pesticide residues and industrial poisons. Other causes can include poor parental health,

traumatic childbirth, impoverished breastmilk, too early introduction of solid foods, spinal misalignment, muscular spasm, and

nutritional de2ciency.
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Long-lasting spike proteins are another consequence of the crimes that occurred for the last four years. Unfortunately, no one will be

held accountable for the crimes against humanity that were committed during this manufactured "pandemic"! The government (Federal,

State/Provincial, Local, Executive, Legislative, Judicial), the mainstream media including the biomedical literature, the union reps (who

could have called a walkout when the mandates were announced and stopped the mass vaxx dead in its tracks), the medical

"profession", and academia have all been co-opted (many without much coaxing). When there is no one in power motivated to ferret out

the crimes, no one in power motivated to report them, no one motivated to prosecute them, and no one motivated to enforce the

penalties, then there is no avenue (that will be pursued by today's public) for accountability.

What we are seeing play out is The Perfect Crime! To add insult to injury, it is being committed out in the open, and, in addition to being

injured, the public is being humiliated by its inability to mount the type of response our American ancestors would have mounted. Our

ancestors, who threw the Tea in the Boston Harbor for far less, who attacked the Hessians at Trenton under the most brutal conditions

and overwhelming odds, who defended Wake Island for three weeks against all odds, etc., must be spinning in their graves to see what

we have become!
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The self replicating nano technology is probably a greater threat.
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Another great article! I have heard that 80% of the US population has had at least one dose of the government's experimental vaccines.

That is, 80% of the current population are experiment survivors. Like cancer survivors, everyone that is part of this experiment will

spend the rest of their lives trying to prevent potential risks. This will be a major and costly issue that will sooner or later affect the lives

of every American that is alive today, whether or not you personally were part of the experiment. Same thing with diseases like type-2

diabetes. We all have friends and relatives that will experience the consequences of this experiment. Dr Mercola and many others will

have the never ending task of telling us how to survive and avoid the diseases that are consequences of the government's medical

experiment. The 2xes and supplements that are recommended today may not be exactly the ones that are recommended 5 years from

now after study after study is done.
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So much energy now involved in attempting to undo damage forced upon us by Governmental medical authorities.  The absurdity of not

only recommending, but mandating, experimental drugs with unknown after effects is mind boggling.  Yet we continue on that path as

though the shear cliff ahead is not there.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/12/2023 7:39:19 PM
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grp4746
Joined On 4/11/2017 1:23:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My mom just died of two clot shots. First she had a heart attack with two aorta's 100% clogged with blood clots, the other two was 90%

and 85%. A coronary bypass was done. Then a week and a half later, she suffered a cardiac arrest, minor stroke. She was cognitively ok,

but slowly failing and pneumonia set in two weeks later, then sepsis. Her primary doctor should be ashamed, he never looked at her

heart prior to her going in, as she was diabetic.
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julieaz
Joined On 4/2/2016 7:22:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“being produced for far longer than "experts" initially believed.” Words matter so much! Let’s be more accurate and say “longer than

“experts” SAID. Who knows what they actually believed. I am sure quite a few “experts” knew better or had suspicions. They deserve no

room for bene2t of the doubt.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No excuses, they should have known or have researched this new technology deeper BEFORE shooting up billions of arms. Dr

Malone spelled this out very carefully in one of his recent posts, about switching from natural urodine in the mRNA to use

synthetic pseudo-urodine. Here's his latest history lesson: "Lipid Nanoparticles": A Regulatory Nightmare A history and chemistry

lesson - - rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../lipid-nanoparticles-a-regulatory
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Joined On 9/12/2023 9:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a good piece but important info is missing. What about the 2 groups of UNVAXXED people who were tested for residual spike

protein? Did they show any? Shedding is a big deal because many of us are modifying our interactions with the vaxxed based on the

possibility that we could contract some of their Frankenstein spikes and we need to know how it is truly spread. I'm convinced that body

buids, blood, semen, saliva, and mucous will contain it, but what of urine? Some are suggesting that the spike is found in skin tissue.

My understanding was that it bonds to ACE2 receptors which are located deep down at the follicle origin and therefore not on the

surface- true or not? This info is crucial and if Dr. Mercola knows the truth about any of this he should certainly share. I found it very

mysterious that there was no reference link to the spike persistence study he mentioned in his notes- why was that?
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dia5079
Joined On 7/10/2021 5:54:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola, help! I went against my better judgment, and your advice, and I got pressured into getting my Covid shot in 2021. Then, 1 year

later, I went from perfectly healthy to having a horrible autoimmune condition- scleroderma! It has been such an awful year! My body

has intense inbammation all over-every joint, my veins, anxiety, depression... I did read your article from today, and I will be trying the 3

empiric regimen things you mentioned. Is there anything else you would recommend? I have been following you for years, and it has

made such a difference in my life and in the life of my family, thank you!

I am just so discouraged about how I am now feeling. I wish I could go back in time. But I have hope in God, the knowledge I have about

nutrition and healthy living, and the things you have recommended. I just hope I can reverse the damage I have done. Thank you so

much for your time and what you have done to help so many people over the years! Thank you also to al the regular commentators-I

have learned so much from you all too!
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I'm watching re-runs of the X-2les from the 1990s and the Government conspiracies involving medical manipulations and bioweapons

are for real.
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Joined On 12/1/2022 7:11:10 AM
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DrLizbeth. I realize now (and for some time) that all those movie scenarios were simply soft disclosures of what was actually

already or about to be happening.
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Checkout the spin-off "Millenium" when you are done with the "X-Files."
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There's no shortage of crookedness, wickedness and evil in these perilous times... x.com/.../1701309506951495774
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Acronym that accurately reveals the nature of the PFIZER mRNA injection: Poisoned-Fraudulent-Induced-Zombie-Errors-Reaper  

 pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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I have my doubt about the proteomics data in this recent study. A Thermo LTQ instrument is a low resolution MS/MS with high chance

for false-positive hits when using a short LC gradient in a complex matrix like plasma. Important details in the method are missing and

the data are not available for re-analysis.
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Great article - a lot of unanswered questions elucidated !
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